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MySilca App
Your World at a Fingertip

SMART SEARCH
Vehicle Key Finder Pro
This tool has been designed to
facilitate your search of automotive
keys starting from either a Silca
reference or a vehicle make and
model. VKF Pro, available
exclusively on MySilca, provides
you with all the information
necessary to copy a vehicle key,
such as what transponder and
cloning device you need, what key
machines you can use to cut the
blade and with the aid of what
clamps and software cards.

MYSILCA APP - PLUS
Downloadable from Google
Play or App Store
MySilca is available for Android
and iOs systems*.

Optimized for tablet and
smartphone

Exclusive technical support
Only with MySilca you will be able
to access plenty of technical
contents, developed by our
assistance team and useful for
your daily work, such as FAQs
and video tutorials.

Whatever your mobile device, we
guarantee that your use of MySilca
is comfortable and effortless.

Multilingual
MySilca is available in English,
Italian, German, French, Spanish
and Portuguese. The content
adjusts automatically according to
the language set in your device.

Overview of all Silca products
The App features comprehensive
and easy to consult information on
the entire Silca product range,
including leaflets, spare parts lists,
and optional accessories guides for
key cutting machines and devices.
< FUTURA ONE

Original Cutters Search
A selected array of key machines
features also a search menu to
single out the original cutters and
tracer points needed to copy
different key systems. You can
start your search by choosing
either the name of the cutter or the
key system you want to duplicate.

Remotes search menu
The section dedicated to the Air4
residential remotes grants prompt
access to all the necessary
information to duplicate a
remote starting from the original
brand and model, including a
picture of the original device to
facilitate your search. Video
tutorials have been integrated here
to show you step-by-step how to
copy a remote on Air4.

FUTURA RANGE / FUTURA ONE
The innovative electronic key cutting machine for laser and dimple keys from Silca
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INFORMATION
Designed and engineered to minimize size while maximizing user-friendliness, Futura One features fully-guided key cutting procedures and compact
dimensions making it the ideal tool for key cutters who want to be equipped with an affordable electronic key cutting machine and locksmiths who provide
home repair and installation services and require an easy-to-carry machine.

FEATURES
TECHNICAL DETAILS
FAQ

Real time updates
Push notifications alert you in
real time that updates and new
products have been released.

Electronic Key Catalogue
The electronic catalogue of the
most extensive key database in
the world always with you.

* Minimum software version required: 4.1 for Android - 7.1 for iOs. Compatible with iPhone, iPad
and iPod touch. MySilca is optimized for iPhone 5.

In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the
purposes of information so that any lock for which our keys are made can be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to
alter products designs, dimensions or info to improve the products quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of
Justice where the company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

With MySilca App, you can keep the entire expertise and
experience of your Key Partner at hand, anytime, anywhere.
Available on Google Play and App Store, MySilca has been
developed to meet the needs of key cutters and locksmiths
worldwide and provide them real time support and updates.

SILCA S.p.A. Via Podgora, 20 (Z.I.) - 31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV) - Italy
Telephone +39 0438 9136 Fax +39 0438 913800

www.silca.biz
SILCA YOUR KEY PARTNER

